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ALEXANDER CALDER
(United States, 1898–1976)
Hello Girls, 1964
Painted metal, mobile, overall: 275 x 288 in., Art Museum Council Fund (M.65.10)
© Alexander Calder Estate/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/ADAGP, Paris

G

EOMETRY IS EVERYWHERE. WE CAN TRAIN OURSELVES TO FIND THE GEOMETRY

in everyday objects and in works of art. Look carefully at the image
above and identify the different, lines, shapes, and forms of both
Alexander Calder’s sculpture and the architecture of LACMA’s built environment. What is the proportion of the artwork to the buildings? What types of
balance do you see?

Following are images of artworks from LACMA’s collection. As you explore these
works, look for the lines, seek the shapes, find the patterns, and exercise your
problem-solving skills. Use or adapt the discussion questions to your students’
learning styles and abilities.
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Language of the Visual Arts and Geometry
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

LINE, SHAPE, FORM, PATTERN, SYMMETRY, SCALE, AND PROPORTION ARE THE BUILDING
blocks of both art and math. Geometry offers the most obvious connection
between the two disciplines. Both art and math involve drawing and the use
of shapes and forms, as well as an understanding of spatial concepts, two
and three dimensions, measurement, estimation, and pattern. Many of these
concepts are evident in an artwork’s composition, how the artist uses the
elements of art and applies the principles of design.
Problem-solving skills such as visualization and spatial reasoning are also
important for artists and professionals in math, science, and technology.
By taking an interdisciplinary approach to art and geometry, students can
identify and apply authentic connections between the two subjects and
understand concepts that transcend the individual disciplines.

DAVID HOCKNEY
(England, active United States, b.1937)
Mulholland Drive: The Road to the Studio, 1980
Acrylic on canvas, 86 x 243 in.
Purchased with funds provided by the F. Patrick Burns Bequest (M.83.35)
© 2011 David Hockney
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Line
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

LINES CAN VARY IN WIDTH, LENGTH, CURVATURE, COLOR, OR DIRECTION.
•

What types of lines do you see?

•

Are there horizontal, vertical, or diagonal lines?

•

Are the lines parallel (do not cross each other) or are they
perpendicular (intersecting at right angles)?

ZHANG ROUCHENG
(China 1722–1770)
Traveling to the Southern Sacred Peak
Middle Qing Dynasty, c. 1700–1800
Handscroll, ink and color on paper, 13¾ x 2491/16 in. (detail)
Far Eastern Art Council Fund (M.81.21)
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PIET MONDRIAN
(Netherlands, 1872–1944)
Composition in White, Red, and Yellow, 1936
Oil on canvas, 31½ x 24½ in.
Mr. and Mrs. William Preston Harrison Collection (63.14)
© 2011 Mondrian/Holtzman Trust, c/o HCR International, Warrenton, Virginia, USA

LINE—SHAPE—PATTERN & REPETITION
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SOL LEWITT
(United States, 1928–2007)
Wall Drawing #295: Six Superimposed Geometric Figures, 1976
White chalk on black wall, 120 x 132 in.
Purchased with matching funds of the National Endowment for the Arts
and the Modern and Contemporary Art Council (M.76.103)
© 2011 Sol LeWitt / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York

LINE—SHAPE—PATTERN & REPETITION
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Shape
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

SHAPES/PLANE FIGURES ARE TWO-DIMENSIONAL FIGURES IN WHICH ALL POINTS LIE IN
the same plane. Shapes can be open or closed, free-form or geometric. What
shapes or plane figures do you see in these artworks?

Jar with Dragon and Clouds
Korea, probably Kwangju, South Cholla Province, Joseon dynasty (1392–1910)
18th century, wheel-thrown porcelain with blue painted decoration
under clear glaze, Height: 17½ in.; Diameter: 13½ in.
Purchased with Museum Funds (M.2000.15.98)
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WASSILY KANDINSKY
(Russia, 1866–1944)
Semicircle, 1927
Watercolor and india ink on paper, 19 x 125/8 in.
Estate of David E. Bright (M.67.25.7)
© Wassily Kandinsky/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/ADAGP, Paris

SHAPE—PATTERN & REPETITION—BALANCE—PROPORTION
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JOAQUÍN TORRES-GARCÍA
(Uruguay, 1874–1949, active Spain and France)
Construction with White Line (Contrucción con línea blanca), 1938
Tempera on board, 33½ x 211/8 in.
Purchased with funds provided by the 2002 Collectors Committee
and Alice and Nahum Lainer (M.2002.55) © 2011 Estate of Joaquín
Torres-García / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / VEGAP, Madrid

SHAPE—PATTERN & REPETITION—BALANCE
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PABLO PICASSO
(Spain, 1881–1973)
Weeping Woman with Handkerchief, 1937
Oil on canvas, 21 x 17½ in.
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mitchell (55.90)
© 2011 Estate of Pablo Picasso/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York

Describe the lines and colors Picasso used in this painting. What shapes did
Picasso include? What shapes repeat? In what ways is this a realistic portrait,
and in what ways did Picasso include abstract geometric and organic shapes?

SHAPE—PATTERN & REPETITION—PERSPECTIVE
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Form

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

FORMS/SPACE OR SOLID FIGURES ARE THREE-DIMENSIONAL (HAVING HEIGHT, WIDTH,
and depth), enclose volume (or mass), and help us to understand physical
space. For example, a triangle, which is two-dimensional, is a shape. But a
pyramid, which is three-dimensional, is a form. Cubes, spheres, pyramids,
cones, and cylinders are examples of forms. They can be literally threedimensional or they can have the illusion of three-dimensions. What forms
or solid figures do you see in the artworks?

WILHELM WAGENFELD
(Germany, 1900–1990)
for Vereinigte Lausitzer Glaswerke AG
“Kubus” Storage Container Set, 1938
Clear mold-pressed glass, dimensions vary
Purchased with funds provided by
Mr. and Mrs. Barclay B. Chadwick by exchange (M.2005.84.1–.11)
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GERRIT RIETVELD
(Netherlands, 1888–1964) and Gerard Van de Groenekan (1904–1994)
Red-Blue Chair, 1918 prototype, manufactured c. 1950
Painted wood, 235/8 x 331/16 x 331/16 in.
Purchased with funds provided by Merle Oberon (M.86.258)
© Gerrit Rietveld Estate/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/BEELDRECHT, Amsterdam

This chair was designed almost one hundred years ago in Holland by Dutch
architect and cabinetmaker, Gerrit Rietveld. Notice the geometric forms
that make up the chair and the harmonious relationship between them. Each
element of the chair is treated as an individual part: the seat, back, arms, and
legs of the chair are all shown to be separate and distinct from one another.
The viewer is able to see exactly how the forms were put together.
What is the predominant shape that is repeated many times in this chair?
How many rectangles are there? How many squares are there?
FORM—SHAPE—BALANCE—PROPORTION
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PAUL CÉZANNE
(France, 1839–1906)
Still Life With Cherries and Peaches, 1885–87
Oil on canvas, 19¾ x 24 in.
Gift of Adele R. Levy Fund, Inc., and Mr. and Mrs. Armand S. Deutsch (M.61.1)

Paul Cézanne believed that all things could be reduced to their simplest
geometric forms: the square, the circle, and the cone. Compare and contrast
this still life with Diego Rivera’s use of geometric forms in Still Life with
Bread and Fruit, page 28.

FORM—LINE—SHAPE—PERSPECTIVE
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Pattern & Repetition
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

REPETITION IS THE RECURRENCE OF ELEMENTS OF ART AT REGULAR INTERVALS. WHEN
lines, shapes, and forms repeat in a predictable combination, they form a
pattern. Identify the artists’ use of repetition. What patterns do you see?

Tunic
Peru, South Coast, Inca, 1470–1532
Camelid fiber and cotton dovetailed tapestry
with eccentric weave, 36 x 30½ in.
Costume Council Fund (M.72.68.10)
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Quilt,“Log Cabin Pattern (Barnraising Variation)”
United States, Pennsylvania, c. 1865
Pieced wool, silk, and printed cotton, 88 x 88 in.
Gift of the Betty Horton Collection (M.86.134.19)

PATTERN & REPETITION—LINE—SHAPE—BALANCE—PROPORTION
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Quilt, “Log Cabin Pattern (Pineapple Variation)”
United States, Pennsylvania, 1870–80
Pieced wool and cotton, 88 x 88 in.
Gift of the Betty Horton Collection (M.86.134.18)

PATTERN & REPETITION—LINE—SHAPE—BALANCE—PROPORTION
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Ceremonial Textile Panel
Democratic Republic of Congo (formerly Zaire)
Kuba Culture, Shoowa people, late 19th– early 20th century
Raffia palm plain weave, embroidery with cut pile, 25 x 23½ in.
Gift of the 2009 Collectors Committee (M.2009.43.52)

PATTERN & REPETITION—LINE—SHAPE—BALANCE—PROPORTION
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Textile Length with Geometric Pattern in Art Deco Style
France, c. 1925
Twill-weave wool flannel; silk and gold thread embroidery, 115 x 53½ in.
Gift of Mrs. Paul Leserman (M.70.8)

The pattern of this quilt is a tessellation, a collection of shapes that fit together
to cover a surface without overlapping or leaving gaps. Tessellations can be
seen in almost every brick wall, tiled floor or wall, quilt pattern, lace tablecloth,
fabric, and wallpaper pattern.
Create your own tessellation using shapes that are congruent, or exactly the
same in size and outline. Make a simple tessellation using a regular polygon
(a geometric shape in which all sides and angles look alike) such as a square,
triangle, or rhombus (diamond) and trace the shape repeatedly, side by side.

PATTERN & REPETITION—LINE—SHAPE—BALANCE—PROPORTION
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Balance
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

BALANCE IS THE ARRANGEMENT OF ELEMENTS TO CREATE A SENSE OF EQUILIBRIUM AND
harmony. There are three types of balance—symmetry, asymmetry, or radial
symmetry.
Symmetry is a type of balance in which the shapes and patterns are identical
on either side of a central boundary; the two halves of a work mirror each other.
Asymmetry is an arrangement of parts in which the opposite sides, divided
by a central line, are not identical.
Radial symmetry is a form of symmetrical balance in which the elements of
a composition radiate from a central point in a regular, repeating pattern.
Radial symmetry can be found in nature in flowers, starfish, jellyfish, crystals,
and snowflakes.
How would you describe the balance of each composition? What types of
balance do you see?

DAVID SMITH
(United States, 1906–1965)
Unity of Three Forms, 1937
Steel and artist’s painted wood base
14 x 17½ x 5 in.
Private collection, courtesy The Estate of
David Smith © Estate of David Smith, VAGA, NY
Photo courtesy The Estate of David Smith.
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DAVID SMITH
(United States, 1906–1965)
Cubi V, 1963
Stainless steel, 96 x 73 x 22 in.
Jon and Mary Shirley
© The Estate of David Smith, VAGA, NY
Photo courtesy Jon and Mary Shirley

Tile
Greater Iran, 15th century
Fritware, glazed, cut to shape, and assembled as mosaic
Diameter: 23½ in.; depth: 1½ in.
The Madina Collection of Islamic Art, gift of Camilla Chandler Frost (M.2002.1.19)

This colorful tile is in the shape of a star. Within the star is an intertwining
design of flowers, leaves, and geometric shapes. Here, the intricate vine weaves
across the surface of the tile in a symmetrical arrangement that is punctuated by
five flowers. One flower is directly in the center of the tile, focusing the design.
How many points does the star have? Find the line that divides the design into
two symmetrical halves. Pick an element of the design on one side of the dividing
line and find its matching component on the other side.

BALANCE—LINE—SHAPE
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DIEGO RIVERA
(Mexico, 1886–1957)
Flower Day (Día de Flores), 1925
Oil on canvas, 58 x 47½ in.
Los Angeles County Fund (25.7.1) © 2011 Banco de México Diego Rivera
Frida Kahlo Museums Trust, Mexico, D.F. / Artists Rights Society (ARS), NY

This painting was made almost one hundred years ago by Mexican artist Diego
Rivera. It depicts a person selling calla lilies at an open air market. The cloth that
binds the enormous bunch of flowers to the seller’s back extends symmetrically
out from the central knot just below the seller’s chin in two triangular bands.
Kneeling at the feet of the flower seller are two women, one with a set of gently
looping braids and the other carrying a child on her back. The two women and
the flower seller are arranged in such a way that their heads form a triangle from
which the flowers burst forth at the top of the canvas.
BALANCE—LINE—SHAPE
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Gameboard
Turkey, c. 1530–50
Wood inlaid with ebony, ivory, micromosaic, and silver
Closed: 18 x 13½ x 21/8 in.; Open: 18¼ x 26¾ x 1 in.
Purchased with funds provided by Camilla Chandler Frost (M.2007.100)

BALANCE—LINE—SHAPE—PATTERN & REPETITION
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DAVID SMITH
(United States, 1906–1965)
Untitled (Three Cubi Studies), 1962–63
Spray enamel on paper, 11½ x 163/8 in.
The Estate of David Smith © The Estate of David Smith, VAGA, NY
Photo courtesy Gagosian Gallery, NY, photo by Robert McKeever

BALANCE—SHAPE—FORM
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Proportion
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

IN ART, PROPORTION IS THE PRINCIPLE OF DESIGN CONCERNED WITH THE SIZE RELATIONships of parts of a composition to each other and to the whole. In math,
proportion is the ratio or relation of one part or another to the whole with
respect to size, quantity, and degree. Look carefully at each artwork and
consider the artist’s use of proportion.

LAURA LONG
(1870–1975)
Quilt, “Log Cabin” Pattern, 1931
Silk, 86½ x 75½ in.
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Long (M.71.103) © Estate of Laura Long
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DAVID SMITH
(United States, 1906–1965)
Cubi XXIII, 1964
Stainless steel, 76¼ x 1727/8 x 353/8 in.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art
Modern and Contemporary Art Council Fund (M.67.26)
© The Estate of David Smith, VAGA, NY

This steel sculpture by artist David Smith is approximately six feet tall and
fourteen feet long, and stands directly on the gallery floor. Does the scale
of the work—the relative size or proportion—affect your impression of it?
How so?

PROPORTION—FORM—BALANCE
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TONY SMITH
(United States, 1912–1980)
Smoke, 1967, fabricated 2005
Painted aluminum, installation: 290 x 564 x 396 in.
Made possible by The Belldegrun Family’s gift to LACMA in honor
of Rebecka Belldegrun’s birthday (M.2010.49) © Tony Smith Estate

Tony Smith’s large, geometric sculpture appears to rise and swell with the
viewer’s movement through the work. Smith uses repetition of shapes and
a single color scheme.
Despite its large scale, there is a light quality to Smoke. In what ways does
this sculpture represent the element of smoke? Consider line, shape, color,
negative space, and scale.

PROPORTION—FORM—BALANCE
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Perspective
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

PERSPECTIVE IS A SYSTEM FOR REPRESENTING THREE-DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS, VIEWED
in spatial recession, on a two-dimensional surface. The simplest form of
perspective drawing is linear perspective, a system that allows artists to
trick the eye into seeing depth on a flat surface. Linear perspective uses
sets of implied lines called converging or orthogonal lines that move closer
together in the apparent distance until they merge at an imaginary vanishing
point in the horizon. One-point perspective uses lines that lead to a single
vanishing point; two-point perspective uses lines that lead to two different
vanishing points.

PAUL VREDEMAN DE VRIES
(1567–1630)
Interior of Antwerp Cathedral, 1612
Oil on panel, 24¼ x 31¼ in.
Gift of William Randolph Hearst (49.17.5)

This painting is an example of one-point perspective. With a pencil and ruler,
find the vanishing point and trace the converging lines.
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ANTONIO CANAL, CALLED CANALETTO
(Italy, 1697–1768)
Piazza San Marco Looking South and West, 1763
Oil on canvas, 23¼ x 40½ in.
Gift of The Ahmanson Foundation (M.83.39)

This painting is an example of two-point perspective. With a pencil and ruler,
find the vanishing points and trace the converging lines.

PERSPECTIVE—LINE—SHAPE—FORM—PROPORTION
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DIEGO RIVERA
(Mexico, 1886–1957)
Still Life with Bread and Fruit (Naturaleza muerta con pan y fruta), 1917
Oil on canvas, 4513/16 x 35 in.
Gift of Morton D. May (53.25.1) © 2011 Banco de México Diego Rivera
Frida Kahlo Museums Trust, Mexico, D.F. / Artists Rights Society (ARS), NY

Diego Rivera intentionally altered the perspective in this still life, flattening
the space and tipping the composition towards the viewer. Rather than
painting the table as though it recedes into space, Rivera presents the still
life from multiple perspectives.
PERSPECTIVE—SHAPE—FORM—PROPORTION
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These curriculum materials were prepared by Rachel Bernstein and Eunice Lee and designed by Jenifer Shell.
Teacher advisors Ann Argo, George Crowder, Kiffen Madden- Lunsford, Peter O’Neil, and
Sarah Perez-Silverman contributed to the development of this resource.
© 2011 Museum Associates/LACMA. All rights reserved.
Unless otherwise noted, all photos © 2011 Museum Associates/LACMA.
Evenings for Educators is presented by
Additional funding is provided by the Joseph Drown Foundation,
Thomas and Dorothy Leavey Foundation, and the Kenneth T. and Eileen L. Norris Foundation.
Education programs at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art
are supported in part by the City of Los Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs,
the William Randolph Hearst Endowment Fund for Arts Education, and Rx for Reading.
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Evenings for Educators

GEOMETRY AND ART
SYMMETRY, BALANCE, SCALE

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

W

HAT DO MATH AND THE VISUAL ARTS HAVE IN COMMON? WHAT CONCEPTS DO

they share? Why should we as learners have an understanding of
these concepts? These are some of the guiding ideas that will be
explored in this resource.
We know that line, shape, form, pattern, symmetry, scale, and proportion
are the building blocks of both art and math. Geometry offers the most
obvious connection between the two disciplines. Both art and math involve
drawing and the use of shapes and forms, as well as an understanding of
spatial concepts, two and three dimensions, measurement, estimation, and
pattern. Many of these concepts are evident in an artwork’s composition,
how the artist uses the elements of art and applies the principles of design.
Problem-solving skills such as visualization and spatial reasoning are also
important for artists and professionals in math, science, and technology. By
taking an interdisciplinary approach to art and geometry, students can identify
and apply authentic connections between the two subjects and understand
concepts that transcend the individual disciplines.
The parallels between geometry and art can be seen in many works of art
in LACMA’s collection. Some are functional, such as the table lamp composed
of geometric shapes and intersecting lines designed by architect Frank Lloyd
Wright. Complex and intricate patterns can also be found in quilts; the museum’s
1930s-era quilt by artist Laura Long is an example. Geometric concepts are also
evident in painting and sculpture, as in the cubist still life by the Mexican
modernist Diego Rivera and in the works of American artist David Smith.

Language of the Visual Arts and Geometry
To see where geometry and art intersect, an understanding of some fundamental concepts is key. The
visual arts and math share a vocabulary, though
there are often multiple terms for the same concepts.
For example, artists use the term two-dimensional
shape, while mathematicians call the same thing a
plane figure. What artists call a three-dimensional
form is known as a space or solid figure in math.
Artists use basic components (often called the
elements of art) to create a work of art: color, value,
line, shape, form, texture, and space. The principles
of design, such as perspective and proportion, are
used by artists to arrange the elements of their
artworks and to create certain effects. Artists “design”
their works to varying degrees by controlling and
ordering the elements of art. Look closely at each
artwork to identify the elements of art and principles
of design. Look for the lines, seek the shapes, find the
patterns, and exercise your problem-solving skills!

Lines

Lines can vary in width, length, curvature, color, or
direction. What types of lines do you see? Are there
horizontal, vertical, or diagonal lines? Are some of
the lines parallel (do not cross each other) or are
they perpendicular (intersecting at right angles)?

Repetition

Repetition is the recurrence of elements of art at
regular intervals. When lines, shapes, and forms
repeat in a predictable combination, they form a
pattern. Identify the artist’s use of repetition.
What patterns do you see in these artworks?

Shapes/Plane Figures

Shapes/Plane Figures are two-dimensional figures in
which all points lie in the same plane. Shapes can be
open or closed, free-form or geometric. What shapes
or plane figures do you see in these artworks?

Forms/Space or Solid Figures

Forms/Space or Solid Figures are three-dimensional
(having height, width, and depth), enclose volume
(or mass), and help us to understand physical space.
For example, a triangle, which is two-dimensional, is
a shape. But a pyramid, which is three-dimensional,
is a form. Cubes, spheres, pyramids, cones, and
cylinders are examples of forms. They can be literally
three-dimensional or they can have the illusion of
three-dimensions. What forms or solid figures do you
see in the artworks?

Balance

Balance is the arrangement of elements to create a
sense of equilibrium and harmony. There are three
types of balance—symmetry, asymmetry, or radial
symmetry. Symmetry or symmetrical balance is
fundamental to art, math, and science. Symmetry is
a type of balance in which the shapes and patterns
are identical on either side of a central boundary;
the two halves of a work mirror each other.
Asymmetry is an arrangement of parts in which the
opposite sides, divided by a central line, are not
identical. Radial symmetry is a form of symmetrical
balance in which the elements of a composition
radiate from a central point in a regular, repeating
pattern. Radial symmetry can be found in nature in
flowers, starfish, jellyfish, crystals, and snowflakes.
How would you describe the balance of each
composition? What types of balance do you see?
Inspired by the natural environment, artist Frank
Lloyd Wright employed radial symmetry in his
design for the Table Lamp from the Susan
Lawrence Dana House (1902–4). See the view of
the lamp shade from above. Laura Long’s Quilt (1931)
is also symmetrical. If you were to fold the quilt in
half and in quarters, all parts, with exception of the
colors, would look identical. The fold line is called
the “line of symmetry.” In the example of the quilt,
the lines of symmetry are horizontal, vertical, and
diagonal. Find the lines of symmetry in the artworks
included in this resource or in your own artworks.

Perspective

Perspective is a system for representing threedimensional objects, viewed in spatial recession,
on a two-dimensional surface. The simplest form of
perspective drawing is linear perspective, a system
that allows artists to trick the eye into seeing depth
on a flat surface. Linear perspective uses sets of
implied lines called converging or orthogonal lines
that move closer together in the apparent distance
until they merge at an imaginary vanishing point
in the horizon. One-point perspective uses lines
that lead to a single vanishing point; two-point
perspective uses lines that lead to two different
vanishing points.

ONE-POINT PERSPECTIVE

TWO-POINT PERSPECTIVE

Look at an example of one-point perspective such as
Interior of Antwerp Cathedral (1612) by Paul Vredeman de Vries (See the Discussion Questions PDF or
lacma.org). With a pencil and ruler, find the vanishing
point and trace the converging lines. For an example
of two-point perspective, see Canaletto’s Piazza San
Marco Looking South and West (1763).

Many artists intentionally alter the perspective in
their compositions. Rather than showing a scene
from a single point of view, cubists depicted their
subjects from multiple perspectives at the same
time. Diego Rivera, who experimented with cubism
in the early twentieth century, flattens the space
in Still Life with Bread and Fruit (1917) and tips the
composition toward the viewer. Rather than painting the table as though it recedes into space, Rivera
presents the still life from multiple perspectives.

Proportion

In art, proportion is the principle of design
concerned with the size relationships of parts of
a composition to each other and to the whole. In
math, proportion is the ratio or relation of one
part or another to the whole with respect to size,
quantity, and degree. Look carefully at each artwork
and consider the artist’s use of proportion.
David Smith’s steel sculpture Cubi XXIII (1964)
is approximately six feet tall and fourteen feet long,
and stands directly on the gallery floor. Does the
scale of the work—the relative size or proportion—
affect your impression of it? How so?
Students can use these terms and the process
of visual analysis to explore works of art from
various cultures and eras. The four artworks highlighted in this printed resource are considered
modern, an art-historical term defining art made
from the late nineteenth century to the 1960s.
This period of history was marked by significant
changes in social and political structures and
developments in technology and industry.
Modernism evolved as artists sought new ways
to respond to and represent their changing world.
Much of the artwork produced in this period has
little or no naturalistic images or subjects. A modern
artist often takes what would have been one aspect
of an image—like the geometry underlying its
composition—and makes it the entire focus.

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT (UNITED STATES, 1867–1959)

Table Lamp from the Susan Lawrence Dana House,
Springfield, Illinois, 1902–4
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Grammar of Architecture and Design
In this table lamp created more than one hundred
years ago, American architect Frank Lloyd Wright
arranges lines and basic geometric shapes into an
abstracted composition. The glass lamp shade is an
octagon (eight-sided shape). The stained-glass design
on the shade is composed of circles, squares, triangles,
and rectangles. Rectangles and squares form the base
of the lamp. Wright considered geometric shapes the
“grammar” of architecture and design.
•

What types of lines do you see? Draw some of the
lines. The dark lines of the lamp shade are actually
the zinc caming that hold the panels of glass together.

The lamp shade’s pattern is an example of radial symmetry. The entire composition radiates from a central
axis in a regular, repeating pattern. Wright used the
geometric concepts of circumference, diameter, and
radius to create this symmetrical design.

basic geometric shapes. Even late in his life, Wright
remembered the simple wooden blocks that he had
played with and how they had influenced his thinking. As an architect, Wright developed a system of
rotating geometric forms that became one of his
principal methods of design. “I used to love to sit
down at the drawing board with a T-square and a
triangle and concoct these patterns,” Wright said
in 1952. “I evolved a whole language of my own in
connection with those things.”
•

The Built and Natural Environment

Wright was part of a group of midwestern artists
and architects who were active in the Arts and
Crafts movement. The ultimate aspiration of the
Arts and Crafts movement was to incorporate art
into every aspect of daily life. Designers and
architects sought to create a total work of art that
would include a building, its furnishings, and its
settings as an environmental whole.
Susan Lawrence Dana, a wealthy and influential
woman in Springfield, Illinois, commissioned Wright
to design the lamp, the other furniture, textiles, and
light fixtures, as well as the house itself and its landscaping. The Dana House is linked by geometry and
colors inspired by the natural environment. The
glass of the lamp, in earthy tones of amber, moss
green, terracotta, and creamy white, mimics the
colors of the midwestern prairie, which are also
echoed throughout the house.
•

Playing with Shapes

Frank Lloyd Wright was born in 1867 in Richland
Center, a small town in Wisconsin. When he was
a child, his mother gave him a set of blocks that
helped him discover how all buildings consist of

With a ruler, compass, and protractor, make a
drawing using lines, arcs, and geometric shapes.

Geometry is everywhere. We can train ourselves
to find the geometry in everyday objects and in
works of art. Look around at the buildings, roads,
signage, foliage, and other features of your
immediate environment. How many different
shapes and forms can you find? What shapes are
the windows, doors, and lighting fixtures? Make
an inventory of the shapes and spaces that you see.

Frank Lloyd Wright (United States, 1867–1959)
Made by Linden Glass Company (Chicago, Illinois)
Table Lamp from the Susan Lawrence Dana House, Springfield, Illinois, 1902–4
Leaded glass, bronze, brass, and zinc; base: 20½ x 12 x 87/8 in., shade diameter: 29 in.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, gift of Max Palevsky (M.2000.180.44a–b)
© Frank Lloyd Wright Estate/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York

DIEGO RIVERA, (MEXICO, 1886–1957)

Still Life with Bread and Fruit

(Naturaleza muerta con pan y fruta), 1917
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Geometric Shapes and Forms

This still life, painted about ninety years ago by
artist Diego Rivera, features a table laid with fruit,
bread, a cutting knife, and various drinking and
serving utensils. Rivera paints these everyday
objects in a way that simplifies each thing to its
elemental, geometric shape. The tablecloth that
drapes over the left side of the table is composed
of simple, triangular shapes. Look at the fruit in
the middle of the painting. The pears and apples
are spheres. The areas of light and shadow appear
as shapes within shapes.
•

How many different shapes do you see? Draw
the shapes and forms, noting Rivera’s use of
light and dark colors to emphasize the volume
of each form.

•

The colors Rivera uses are primarily earthy
brown and red tones, with some accents of
orange, yellow, and bright green. Does the
artist’s limited color palette emphasize the
shapes and forms? How so?

Flattening the Space

Rather than painting the table as though it recedes
into space, Rivera flattens the space and tips everything toward the viewer: the things that are the
farthest away from the viewer on the table appear
higher in the composition. It almost appears as if
everything is soon going to slide off this table. By
flattening the space, though, Rivera gives a clear
view of each individual object. Nothing is blocked
by anything else in front of it, and each object in
the painting is clearly viewable.

Cubism: Breaking the Rules

Rivera is best known for the large public murals
he painted in Mexico in the 1920s and 1930s that
celebrate the folk traditions of Mexican culture
and the region’s indigenous peoples, as well as the
socialist ideals of postrevolutionary Mexico. At the
beginning of his artistic career, starting in 1907, Rivera
traveled to Europe and studied art, first in Spain and
then in France. Rivera was in Paris when Pablo Picasso
(1881–1973) and Georges Braque (1882–1963) began to
experiment with cubism. The name cubism, in fact,
comes from the fragments or “cubes” that they used
as the basic structural unit of their compositions.
Since the Renaissance, Western artists have
used linear perspective to create an illusion of
space as it is seen from a single viewpoint at a
particular moment in time. Rather than showing a
scene from a single point of view, cubists depicted
their subjects from multiple perspectives at the
same time. Notice how the table is painted. We see
it from the top and from two different sides at the
same time. Rather than representing an object as
it appeared, cubist artists showed its structure and
placement in space, often layering several views of
a scene on a single piece of paper or canvas.
Rivera’s work fits into a long tradition of
European and Mexican still-life painting. He also
seems to pay homage to artists like Paul Cézanne
(1839–1906), who painted many still lifes in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century. A strong
influence on Picasso and Braque, as well as many
other artists at that time, Cézanne believed that all
things in nature could be reduced to their simplest
geometric forms: the square, the circle, and the
cone. In Still Life with Bread and Fruit, Rivera
clearly puts that notion onto his canvas.
•

View an example of Cézanne’s still-life painting
such as Still Life With Cherries and Peaches
(1885–87) (See the Discussion Questions PDF or
lacma.org). Compare and contrast Cézanne and
Rivera’s use of geometric forms.

Diego Rivera, (Mexico, 1886–1957)
Still Life with Bread and Fruit (Naturaleza muerta con pan y fruta), 1917
Oil on canvas, 4513/16 x 35 in.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, gift of Morton D. May (53.25.1)
© 2011 Banco de México Diego Rivera Frida Kahlo Museums Trust,
Mexico, D.F. / Artists Rights Society (ARS), NY

LAURA LONG (1870–1975)

Quilt, “Log Cabin” Pattern, 1931
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Pattern and Repetition

This quilt looks like a huge pastel checkerboard.
Layers of green, pink, orange, lavender, blue, and
brown pieces of silk and velvet create diagonal
stripes. This intricate pattern is called “log cabin,”
a design characterized by the complicated series
of concentric squares that overlap, hiding all of the
seams. The design begins with a center shape, in this
case a small square, and cut rectangular strips are
sewn in sequence around the sides of the square.
Once many of these fabric squares—called blocks—
are assembled, they are then sewn together in a
group, creating a repetitive design. Artist Laura Long
chose this pattern about eighty years ago “because
when I was a girl I saw one done in red and black
wool and I never forgot how pretty it was.”
•

See the Discussion Questions PDF or do an online
search for the phrase “log cabin quilt pattern” to
see a range of quilts made using this technique.
Compare and contrast the designs.

The pattern of this quilt is a tessellation, a collection
of shapes that fit together to cover a surface without
overlapping or leaving gaps. In this quilt, there is a
repeating geometric pattern made up of squares,
rectangles, triangles, and diamonds. Tessellations
can be seen in almost every brick wall, tiled floor or
wall, quilt pattern, lace tablecloth, fabric, and wallpaper pattern.
•

Create your own tessellation using shapes that are
congruent, or exactly the same in size and outline.
Make a simple tessellation using a regular polygon
(a geometric shape in which all sides and angles look
alike) such as a square, triangle, or rhombus (diamond)
and trace the shape repeatedly, side by side.

Scale: Form and Function

Designed to fit over a bed, this quilt is approximately
seven feet long and six feet wide. With its rectilinear
design, all parts of the composition appear to be
moving in or forming straight lines. The lines are not
only seen in the diagonal stripes of color but also in
the individual parts of each square.
•

On a sheet of graph paper, measure a 2 x 2 inch
square. Create a pattern in the square. What is
the proportion of this square to the entire quilt?
Using this ratio, estimate how many 2 x 2 inch
squares you would need to create a bed-sized
quilt.

•

Create a collaborative quilt that is to scale with
this quilt. Use paper or fabric squares cut to the
same dimensions. Experiment with different
materials and motifs to create a unique design.

A Quilting Tradition

Artist Laura Long grew up in Iowa. Like most of the
women in rural nineteenth-century America, her
mother was a quilter. Quilts were functional objects
and making them taught girls important skills. Long
said, “In my day, a girl had to make quilts to cover
the beds in winter. And we learned to sew on quilts
so we could make clothes to wear, too.” Quilting is
also considered one of the traditional art forms of
the United States. Long described her mother’s
quilts as her “fancy work,” an opportunity for “a
farm woman to express her artistic urges.”
Laura Long donated this quilt to LACMA in 1971,
when she was 101 years old. She made the quilt in
1931 and stored it away in a closet because it was too
fancy to spread on any bed. Long made only five or
six quilts in her life; her lifetime hobby was painting.

Laura Long (1870–1975)
Quilt, “Log Cabin” Pattern, 1931
Silk, 86½ x 75½ in.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, gift of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Long (M.71.103)
© Estate of Laura Long

DAVID SMITH (UNITED STATES, 1906–1965)

Cubi XXIII, 1964

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Light and Mass

A tall cylinder and two giant angles sit directly on
the gallery floor. This monumental stainless-steel
sculpture is approximately six feet tall and fourteen
feet long. Although it is constructed of steel, there is
a weightless quality to the sculpture, emphasized by
the artist’s use of negative space. (Positive space is
the area of an artwork filled with something;
negative space is the empty space in and around the
artwork.) The sculpture is also characterized by a
burnished surface that captures and reflects light.
•

Sketch the sculpture, noting the areas of positive
and negative space.

•

What types of angles do you see? Are they acute,
obtuse, or right angles?

•

Unlike the precise symmetry of Frank Lloyd
Wright’s table lamp, Cubi XXIII is defined by its
asymmetrical balance. As a viewer, how might
your impression of the sculpture change if it
were symmetrical?

Experimenting with Structure and Surface

Cubi XXIII is part of a series of twenty-eight
sculptures that the artist David Smith made in the
early 1960s. Each Cubi has volumetric, geometric
forms and burnished stainless-steel surfaces. Smith
worked through his ideas for the series by using
cardboard models (maquettes) that he constructed
in three dimensions from old cardboard boxes and
cartons. Once he settled on a configuration, the
stainless-steel forms were ordered to his specifications from a factory. These hollow forms were
then welded together to make the final sculpture.
Once assembled, Smith used an electric-powered
polishing disk to inscribe the surfaces with gestural
marks that he likened to brushstrokes. The
burnished surfaces both absorb and reflect light,
so that the appearance of the sculptures changes
according to the weather and time of day—or, if
the sculptures are displayed inside, according to
the viewer’s vantage point.

•

Collect a variety of boxes and tubes in different
sizes and shapes. In small groups, work with other
students to create a three-dimensional, standing
sculpture. Experiment with different arrangements before using tape to connect the forms.
You can also experiment with different surface
textures.

Labor and Geometry

David Smith is widely heralded as one of the
greatest American sculptors of the twentieth
century. Raised in the Midwest, the son of an
engineer-inventor and the great-grandson of a
blacksmith, Smith had an early interest in all things
industrial and mechanical. During the summer of
1925, he worked in a Studebaker automobile factory,
where he connected the geometries of the factory
environment (ovals, triangles, circles) with
industrial labor itself (welding, milling), the same
kind of labor he later would make use of as an
artist to create sculpture of iron and steel.
Throughout his life, Smith defined himself as a
man of the people, a member of the working class.
Even after he established himself as an artist, he
occasionally sought factory work. In fact, he
worked as a welder on army tanks at the American
Locomotive Company in upstate New York during
World War II.
In a 1964 interview with writer and critic
Thomas B. Hess, Smith spoke of his use of found
objects in his work and his fascination with what
he called their “basic geometric form.” This
continuous interest in the purity of geometry can
bee seen throughout his body of work including
paintings, drawings, and sculpture. See the
Discussion Questions PDF or lacma.org for
examples.

David Smith (United States, 1906–1965)
Cubi XXIII, 1964
Stainless steel, 76¼ x 1727/8 x 353/8 in.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Modern and Contemporary Art Council Fund (M.67.26)
© The Estate of David Smith, VAGA, NY
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